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The role of ecology  
in media

This article discusses the impact of global climate change on Kazakh-
stan using examples of the recent flood disaster and other ecological crises 
in Almaty and its oblast against the background of the media’s role in pre-
venting environmental disasters. The article argues that media have to play 
a watchdog role on environmental issues and have to inform citizens of 
how environmental issues can affect their lives. It cites relevant examples 
from the fire and flood damage in Los Angeles and surrounding areas and 
shows how future environmental disasters can affect the Almaty region’s 
tourism industry.
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Жұрт бай Н.Т., Шың ғы со ва Н.Т.

Ме диа ала ңын да эко ло гияның 
ала тын ор ны

Ма қа ла да Қа зақ стан да қа лып тас қан жал пы эко ло гиялық өзек-
ті мә се ле лер дің бұ қа ра лық ақ па рат құ рал да рын да кө те рі луі жә не 
олар дың сол мә се ле ні ше шілуіне ық па лы, қо ғам дық пі кір ді қа лып-
тас ты ру да ғы оры ны – Ал ма ты қа ла сы мен Ал ма ты об лы сын да бо-
лып өт кен қат ты дауыл дың жә не бас қа да тұр мыс тық-эко ло гиялық 
фак тор лар дың  қа ла эко ло гиясы на кел тір ген зар дап та ры ту ра лы 
жа риялан ған бас па сөз де гі ма те ри ал дар дың не гі зін де қа рас ты ры-
ла ды. Оң түс тік астана да қа лып тас қан қа зір гі эко ло гиялық мүш кіл 
жағ дай дың түп тің тү бін де қа уіп ті апат қа айна луы мүм кін екен ді-
гін ха лық қа жет кі зу, оның сал да рын тү сін ді ру, қа тер дің ал дын алу, 
оның зар дап та рын жою ша ра ла ры ту ра лы пі кір лер мен жо ба лар ды 
та ныс ты ру ба ры сын да ғы ақ па рат құ рал да ры ның ма ңы зы көр се ті ле-
ді. Сон дай-ақ, Ал ма ты қа ла сы ның эко ло гиялық жағ да йына ха лы қа ра-
лық та лап дең ге йін де са лыс ты ры ла оты рып ба ға бе рі ліп, оның бас-
ты проб ле ма ла ры ата ла ды.  

Тү йін  сөз дер: Қа зақ стан, Ал ма ты, қор ша ған ор та, эко ло гия, ме-
диа.

Жұрт бай Н.Т.,  
Шың ғы со ва Н.Т.

Роль эко ло гии в ме диа

В статье об суж дает ся влия ние гло баль но го из ме не ния кли ма та на 
Ка за хс тан на при ме ре не дав не го сти хий но го бедст вия, на вод не ний и 
дру гих эко ло ги чес ких проб лем в Ал ма ты и об лас ти. Расс мат ри вает ся 
роль средс тв мас со вой ин фор ма ции в пре до тв ра ще нии эко ло ги чес-
ких ка та ст роф. В статье ут ве рж дает ся, что средс тва мас со вой ин-
фор ма ции долж ны бо лее пол но цен но ос ве щать воп ро сы, свя зан ные 
с ок ру жаю щей сре дой и ин фор ми ро вать граж дан о том, как эко ло-
ги чес кие проб ле мы мо гут пов лиять на их жиз нь. При ве де ны соот-
ве тс твующие при ме ры пов реж де ний из-за по жа ров и на вод не ний в 
Лос-Анд же ле се и его ок ре ст нос тях, что по ка зы вает, как воз мож ные 
эко ло ги чес кие бедс твия мо гут пов лиять на ин ду ст рию ту риз ма в Ал-
ма ты и ре ги оне в це лом.

Клю че вые сло ва: Ка за хс тан, Ал ма ты, ок ру жающая сре да, эко ло-
гия, ме диа.
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Along with many countries in the region, Kazakhstan is 
experiencing a serious impact of global climate changes. However, 
in contrast to other Central Asian states, Kazakhstan possesses suf-
ficient resources and wealth to promote a sustainable development 
program. During its 20-year history as an independent country, Ka-
zakhstan went through a difficult period of transformations full of 
market reforms towards building a mixed economy that seeks in-
novative development; Kazakhstan recovered from profound eco-
nomic stagnation and found itself on the way of economic growth 
and sustainable development. For example, Kazakhstan was the first 
CIS country to be recognized as an open market economy [1].

It is worth noting that despite the global economic turmoil, Ka-
zakhstan’s GDP growth was equal to 3.3% in 2008, 1.2% in 2009, 
and 7.3% in 2010. According to forecasts, this year, the GDP growth 
will be equal to 7%[2]. In 2011, Kazakhstan achieved a record 
amount of grain harvest (28.5 million tons) for the first time in its 
independent history. On the background of global recession and low 
commodity prices, these data show that Kazakhstan’s economy and 
financial sector are sustainable and that growth priorities are aptly 
chosen. Nevertheless, the Government decided that state infusion of 
capital must be the main engine of growth. From the National Fund 
reserves alone about 10 billion USD was committed to this process. 

The Government determined five priority objectives:
1) Stabilization of the financial sector and supporting banks: 4 

billion USD (480 billion KZT), which is 40% of the whole allocated 
amount;

2) Housing development: 3 billion USD (360 billion KZT), 
which is 30% of the whole allocated amount; 

3) Support for small and medium enterprises: 1 billion USD 
(120 billion KZT), which is 10% of the whole amount;

4) Agriculture sector development: 1 billion USD (120 billion 
KZT), which is 10% of the whole amount; 

5) Innovative and infrastructure projects: 1 billion USD (120 
billion KZT), which is 10% of the whole amount;

In this way, Kazakhstan is pursuing these goals to stabilize its 
economy and real sector, which played a positive role in social and 
economic development of Kazakhstan in a tactical sense[3]. 

According to IFC and World Bank report Doing Business 2012, 
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which was published on October 20, 2012, Kazakh-
stan is ranked 47th among 183 countries, making a 
progress from its 58th rank in 2011[4]. 

High growth rate and its impact on environment
Almaty is a financial, culture and science center 

of Kazakhstan. The city’s location in a near-moun-
tain pit strongly affects Almaty’s environment. Ath-
ens and Los Angeles exhibit a similar environment 
because of their reliefs. In the past, Almaty used to 
be considered one of the greenest cities in the world. 
The hot steppe wind mixed with cold mountain air 
used to turn into a cool wind in the city. Nowadays, 
however, cool wind has transformed itself into a 
hitherto nonexistent stormy wind. This is a clear en-
vironment catastrophe threatening Almaty[5].

Hisotrically, Almaty was known to be under 
threat of two natural cataclysms: earthquake and 
mud-flow. Nowadays, destructive stormy winds 
need to be added to this list. On May 17 2011, one 
such destructive wind (a hurricane, to be exact) de-
stroyed 64 000 Tien Shen pines near Medeu[6]. On 
June 27 2011, another stormy wind destroyed 7 000 
trees in Almaty[7]. The country’s chief environmen-
talist, Mr Eleusizov, commented that he is «con-
vinced that Almaty’s poor environmental condition 
is caused by recent hurricanes in May and June.»[8]. 

Usually, trees fallen victims to strong winds used 
to be found on the outskirts of the city. Nowadays, 
however, one can find fallen trees on higher loca-
tions, such as peaks and foot Zailiyskiy Alatau. Ex-
cluding the mountain areas, Almaty is home to 2 000 
000 trees. Experts have calculated that more than 70 
000 trees fell during hurricanes in 2011. Around 5 
000 damaged trees are sawn off annually. In 2010, 
more than 10 000 trees were sawn off[9]. At this rate, 
the city will not have enough oxygen in ten years. 
On average, the air has to have 21% oxygen[10]. 
Nowadays, Almaty air has 17% in certain districts. 
According to Almaty-based Hydrometeorological 
Monitoring Center (HMC) Almaty’s air pollution 
level is far beyond the acceptable level[11]. 

Unexpected hail has recently hit the city as well. 
It caused soil erosion that happens during mud-
flows. This, in turn, made sure that the city was left 
without some of its beautiful green trees. This usu-
ally happens near mountain areas. For example, 20 
years ago, Zhalanash area was stripped and became 
a bare stone. There are many houses built around 
such areas near Almaty. In order to solidify the earth 
in such areas, the city needs more trees with strong 
roots. Such events often happen near Almaty. It is 
rare that such news reach our TV screens. 

In the past, Zailiskiy Alatau peak used to be cov-
ered with snow. The snow is no longer there, because 

it melts. On the northern part of Zailiskiy Alatau, 
where left streams of Ili River flows, ice covered area 
has decreased by 40.8% (117.26 square km) during 
the last 50 years. On the southern part of Zailiskiy 
Alatau, where Shilik River flows, the ice-covered 
area has decreased by 30% (about 86 square km)[12]. 

Even during the USSR it was forecasted that such 
environmental crisis will happen in Almaty. Some 
measures were undertaken to prevent such crises. 
Specifically, it was recommended that heating sys-
tem uses gas instead of hard petrol; turnpikes should 
be built to lessen car traffic; aerial metro should be 
built; ecological districts should be opened; allow 
only trams and trolley-buses to run in the city. The 
largest of such suggestions was the construction of 
a tunnel across Almaty-Medeu canon. This moun-
tain canon was supposed to be sort of a ventilator, 
a wind-corridor, for Almaty. This wind-corridor 
would have an additional advantage as it would pre-
vent mud-flows. The city’s development plan was 
centered on preventing such earthquake and mud-
flows. A large mounting plate was built in Medeu 
area in 1967[13]. The building was constructed so 
that it could withstand a 9-point high earthquake. 
Another such successful construction is a 25-floor 
hotel, «Kazakhstan». Before resolving air corridor 
issues, some recommended that weather control has 
to be improved. With the fall of the USSR, such 
projects meant to save Almaty from environmen-
tal damage fell into oblivion. Only issues that were 
meant to cause environmental crises remained. 

Both government structure and political situa-
tion have changed. Economic ties have been cut off. 
Even living is difficult. Due to these factors, nei-
ther Government nor society was able to pay atten-
tion to the environmental threat. The environment, 
meanwhile, was getting worse and worse. Due to 
rapid urbanization, the city population grew at an 
alarming rate. The number of detached houses grew 
threefold in Almaty. This led to increase in air pol-
lution. City’s waste management alone experienced 
troubles that are yet to be resolved. 

Nowadays, Almaty, with an index of 39.1, is 
ranked 9th among 215 most polluted cities in the 
world, according to Mercer Human Resource Con-
sulting data. The surveying company makes the fol-
lowing conclusion: 

«The marriage of petroleum-based industry and 
insufficient safeguards against pollution sets the 
stage for an environmental crisis in this city. Toxic 
waste dumps require a huge price tag for improve-
ment and an even larger price for neglect»[14].

The Forbes magazine has the following to say 
about Almaty:
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«All cities are positioned against New York, the 
base city with an index score of 100. For the Health 
and Sanitation Rankings, the index scores range 
from the worst on the list – Baku, Azerbaijan, with 
a score of 27.6 – to the best on the list – Calgary, 
Canada, with a score of 131.7. For residents of the 
25 cities on this year’s list, black plumes of smoke, 
acid rain and free-flowing sewage are part of every-
day life. Not as immediately visible: the impact on 
the population’s health and life expectancy»[15].

The main sources of greenhouse effect and pol-
luting substances in Almaty are heating and electric 
energy companies, cars and industry. About 80% of 
environment pollution is due to cars. It is important 
to note that 70% of Almaty cars emit 3-4 times the 
accepted norm. Another 20% of the pollution is due 
to heating and electric energy companies, industrial 
companies, etc. [16]. 

Sustainable development reconsidered
Under the Kyoto Protocol Kazakhstan is recog-

nized as an industrialized country (country includ-
ed in Annex 1 of the KP, but not in Annex «B», is 
considered to be commercially developed, but has 
no legal obligation to reduce emissions), which in 
this case is important. The point is that the country 
cannot use financial mechanisms of the protocol for 
environmental projects. As part of the Copenhagen 
agreement, Kazakhstan voluntarily agreed to reduce 
CO2 emissions by 15 percent by 2020 relative to 
1992 and by 25 percent by 2050. However, it is not 
clear how these objectives will be achieved. There is 
currently no observable emission reduction tenden-
cy, but rather the opposite. The Ministry of Environ-
ment and the Kazakh Research Institute of Environ-
ment and Climate warn that CO2 levels will exceed 
the 1992 baseline in as early as 2017. According to 
some estimates, it has already happened[17].

These disasters threatening Almaty have be-
come one of the main topics of the Kazakh media. 
The question is not even about implementing pre-
ventive measures to thwart accidents, but rather to 
at least eliminate the effects of these catastrophes 
on a proper level. There are many scheduled activi-
ties, such as clearing Zailiskiy Alatau forests from 
fallen trees, planting young trees, reducing vehicle 
emissions, decreasing emissions from heating and 

energy centers, and gasifying homes that are heated 
by solid fuel.

Under the guidance of certain writers and Mels 
Eleusizov, independent national ecological union 
«Tabigat» raises environmental issues at different 
levels. The press has systematically published ar-
ticles about the problem, inviting society to partici-
pate in activities aimed at conserving pure forests, 
clean streets, green areas and safe rest areas.

There is, however, a lack of well-researched and 
useful information about these serious environmen-
tal issues. There are no brave and penetrating arti-
cles in Kazakhstan media that address these issues. 
Needless to say, TV is silent about such matters. 
Environmental damages are not fully reported on 
official state media. For example, it is not yet clear 
how many people died during the Kyzylagash vil-
lage mud-flow. It is not clear what was the economic 
damage of the catastrophe and which agencies were 
held accountable. Instead, compensating victims 
and destinies of individual people were discussed. 
Local and national government policies were high-
lighted and social activism to help the flood victims 
was encouraged throughout the country. No sys-
temic measures were taken to prevent such events in 
the future. This demonstrates that there is no mutual 
understanding between the Government and the free 
press. Catastrophe consequences are left as scars to 
be covered. A case in point is a national commis-
sion that could not decide on how to clean the for-
est after the catastrophe near Medeu. It is clear that 
these events are directly related to global warming. 
These events need a serious consideration. This is 
not a separate local problem; this problem is that 
of a nation and country. Therefore, people need to 
be informed about ways to prevent such catastro-
phes. This necessitates an open dialogue between 
the Government agencies and media. Unfortunately, 
this is not the case everywhere. Few people under-
stand that it is we the people who are responsible for 
all these events and that we need to work together to 
prevent such events in the future. Citizens need to 
participate in decision-making; they have, at least, 
the right to do so. The only way to do this is to en-
courage and support free media. Such policy will be 
sure to prevent catastrophes akin to the ones in Zai-
liskiy Alatau. 
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